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instrumentation for oil exploration. The study was concentrated 
on the seismic end well-logging methods. The main interest 
was with seisTI:i.c playback systems, particularly the system that 
at that time was being purchased by the Bureau of Mineral Resources. 

Vj.s·i ts wer'? '.".:1.'1e to 40 separate geophysicd 
org?nisations and manufecturera of geophysical equipment. 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

In March 1963, the Overseas Travel Committee approved an 
overseas tour by A.J. Barlow to study recent developments in oil 
exploration by seismic and related geophysical equipment and 
techniques. 

The search for oil in Australia has been stimulated by the 
Petroleum Search Subsidy Act, ro1d the use of geop~vsical methods has 
increased substantially during the last few years. To enable the 
Bureau of Ndneral Resources, Geology and Geophysics to extend its 
studies of oil exploratiQ:1 in Australia, Cabinet approved in 1959 an 
addi tional e:~pendi ture of £1 million per year .by the Commonwealth 
Government and provision was included for officers of the Bureau to be 
sent overseas to study oil exploration techniques. 

The most important geophysical method used in oil search 
is that of seismic prospecting in which potential oil reservoirs can 
be delineated by means of reflection and refraction of elastic energy 
waves from underground strata. The waves are usually generated by 
explosive charges detonated in drill holes below the ground surface, 
but more recently surface impactors and vibrators have been used 
successfully. The reflected or refracted weves are detected at the 
surface by a pattern of geophones which convert the received energy 
to electrical sig.'lals, which are amplified ro1d recorded on magnetic 
tape and photographic paper. 

1~ oil companies and geophysical contracting companies 
are now using seismic and othe:t' geopbysical methods in Aastralia for 
both detailed and regional oil surveys. The Bureau which operates 
two seismic field crews and also employs a contract crew is concentrating 
its field activities on reconnaiss~~ce surveys in new and perhaps less
encouraging areas, and also on the development of field techniques to 
be used in difficult areas. IViuch of the increased e G ti vi t~r by 
private industry has resulted from the payment of the Government 
subsidy for oil exploration. The Bureau, in addition to its field 
activities, has the technical responsibility for ensuring that the 
work carried out by comp.s.nies qualifying for subsidy attains the 
standard required for payment. 

The Bureau also incorporates a Sedimentary Basin Study Group 
whose function is to correlate and interpret geological and geophysical 
.information obtained both by Bureau field parties and by exploration 
comp~ni8s. ULner the Petroleum Search Subsidy Act the BUreau makes 
public the records and reports compiled by companies receiving subsidies. 
In many cases it m~' be possible for this group to obtain further 
useful information from re-interpretation of original records and maps 
after addit:i.onal I:elated data is studied. This is particularly 
true in the case of seismic data where the use of new computing and 
clis:plc.y techniques OWl i.mprove the interprete.tion of seismic records. 

For these reasons the BurG au has purchased a seismic 
playback system which is essentially an analogue computer for 
correcting and enhancing data recorded on magnetic tape in the field. 
The system displays the corrected data in the form of a subsurface 
cross-section. The machine will be used for p-=esentation of resulJ,:s 
of the Bure~~ field and contract parties, evaluation of experimental 
techniques, and re-interpretation of records of important areas. 
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2. ~OSE OF TOUR 

The object of the tour was to study recent developments 
in geophysical methods and instrumentation used in oil exploration. 
The subjects of study were almost entirely confined to seismic and 
well-logging equipD!.(~nt and techniques. The most imp0rtant phase of 
the tour was concerned with seismic playback systems. It W3.S 

essential to be thoroughly familiar with operation and main-benanae of 
playback equipment and particularly that system purc~ased by the 
Bureau. The schedule of the tour was timed for the author to be 
present at the factory while the equipment was assembled and checked 
out. This enabled a close. study of operation and m~illtenance to be 
made before delivery and insta-nation in Australia. 

Visits to many other operators and manufacturers of 
similar equipment were made to become familiar with operation of, 
and available facilities on, machines of different types. 

Another important aspect of the tour was for the author 
to become acquainted with new developments in field techniques with 
a view to assessing their value under Australian conditions. These 
fall into four categories. 

(a) Recent improvements in field recording techniques 
with particular reference to improvements in signal
to-noise ratios, 

(b) Application of surface impactor methods such as the 
Weight Dropper and 'Vibroseis' , 

(c) The development of digital methods of computing 
seismic data, both field recording and office 
handling of such data, 

(d) Equipment used for Ivlarine Profiling surveys such 
as the sparker, gas gun, and 'Sonar Boomer' systems. 

~ne study of well-logging equipment was generally 
confined_ to locating suitable equipment for immediate needs and to 
the detailed stuCl.y of the Continuous Velocity Logging equipment 
purchased from the Shell Development Company. 

Opportunity was a.lso taken to visit manufacturers of 
geophysical equipment used by the Geophysical Branch of the Bureau. 
These visits included detailed d5.3cussion of the specifications of 
equipment which the Bureau expects to order in the 19G3/64 financial 
year. The most important of these items included a field fJ::equency
modulated magnetic recorder and a portable seismic system for use in 
Antarctica. 

It was not possible to include a study of seismic 
interpretation theory on which the playback system procedures are 
based. Much of this theory vall have been studied by B.R. Smith 
and C.S. Robertson (Geophysical Branch) who made overseas tours in 
1961 and 1962 respectively. 
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3. ITINERARY 

The itinerary of the tour was scheduled for a period of 
five months from 31st Maroh to 3rd September 1963. This period was 
made up of three weeks in Europe, one week in the north-eastern 
states of the USA, 17 weeks in Texas and Oklahoma, and one week in 
California. Most of the period in Texas was spent at the SIE 
Division of Dresser Industries, Houston which manufactured the 
playback system purchased by the Bureau. However, during this time 
visits were made to numerous geophysical companies in Houston and 
two trips were made to other oities in Texas and Oklahoma. The 
first of these was a three-week tour to visit geophysioal equipment 
manufacturers and oil companies in Dallas, Texas, and in Tulsa 81ld 
Ponca City, Oklahoma. The other was made to the Midland-Odessa 
area of West Texas to visit field crews and regional offices of 
seismic contractors. 

Details of the actual itinerary are listed below: 

31st Maroh -
1st April 

Place 

Melbourne -
Milan 

2nd-3rd April Milan 

3rd-7th April Hanover 

7th - 17th 
April 

18th-21st 
April 

Paris 

London 

ComPanY 

AGIP ]liineraria 

Items of interest 

Pl9J"back system 
(Vlestern) Digital 
techniques 

Levici Foundation PIC\.vback system (Techno) 
Field seismic units 
Seismic models tests 

Prakla GmbH 

Institut Francais 
du Petrole (IFF) 

Compagnie Generale 
Geophysique (C(,,.G) 

Digital techniques 
(SIE) (Prakla) 

Playbaok systems 
Airborne magnetometer 

Pl9J"back syst'ens 
(seismic) (IFP) 

Seismic computing 
techniques 
Transistor field 
seismic equipment 

Playback systems 
~ff.rD field corrector 
Miscellaneous 
geophysical equipment. 

British Petroleum Pl9J"back system (Carter) 
Synthetic seismoerams 
Model tests 

Seismograph 
Service Ltd 

Basic seismic pulse 
theory 

Pl9J"back systems (Techno) 
VAX and VAP recorders 
tVibroseis' 
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21st-23rd 
April 

24th-25th 
April 

Place 

New York 

Boston 

25th-27th Pittsburgh 
April 

27th April - Houston 
23rd August 
(excluding 
periods 
listed 
below) 

4· 

Company 

AustraJ.ian 
Consulate GeneraJ. 

Mobil Petroleum 

Items of interest 

Pan American Oil Corp. 

Edgerton 
Germeshauser and 
Grier 

'Sonar Boomer' equipmmt 

Gulf Research and PIB3back system ('Gulf) 
Development Co. AiI'borne magnetometer 

Seismic interpretation 

SIE division of P1B3back system 
Dresser Industries Field recording 

equipment 

Marine Geophysical Marine profiling-
Co. equipment 

Shell Development 
Co. 

Robert H. Ray Co. 

Texas Instruments 

Electrodynamic 
Inst. Co. 

Hall Sears 

Geospace Cor.!? 

Independ.ent 
Exploration Co. 

Electro Technical 
Labs. 

Portable field seismic 
equipment 

C.V.L. logging equipment 
Field seismic equipment 

Sei~mic plB3back system 
( Geograph) 

Field plB3back equipment 
Y{eight dropping 

techniques 
Discrete vibrator 
frequency techniques 

Time varied gain 
Seismic amplifiers 

PIB3back systems 
Field seismic systems 

Geophones (velocity 
and pressure) 

PlEwback systems 
Sudip system 
FM field recorder 
Transistor seismic 

amplifiers 
Programmed gain 

Sudip 

Widco well-logging 
equipment 

Portable field seismic 
equipment 

Geophones 
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Date - CompanY Items of interest 

Houston (cont .. ) Vector Manufactur- Seismic cables and 

21st-27th May Tulsa 

28th-29th May Ponca City 

30th, May 

31 st :Ma.y -
7th July 

Bl a..1'J.C 0 

Dallas 

ing Co. repair 

Pari American Oil Playback system 
Co. 

Hale Instrument Ownitape 

Geophysical 
Associates 

Seismograph 
S'ervice 
Corporation 

400-c/s motors 

Well-logging e'luipment 
(Birdwell) 

Playback system (SSC) 
Synthetic seismograms 
Analogue-to-digital 

converter 

Pan American Oil Playback system (SIE, 
EIC) 

Maintenance of playback 

Davis New magnetic tapes 
Magnetic recording 

theory 

Sinclair Research Playback systems (EIC) 
Synthetic seismograms 

(digital) 

Continental Oil 
Co. 

Geophone cable repairs 
Programmed gain 
'Vibroseis' 
Playback e'luipment (SIE 

and Continental) 

Shell Development CVL well test 

Dresser Industries 

Well Reconnaiss- Portable well-logging 
rulce e'luipment 

Mobil Geophysical 
Services 

Mobil Research 
Labs. 

Delhi Taylor 

Playback systems (SIB, 
Mobil) 

Digital teclmi'lues 
Programmed gain 

Well logging - new 
techni'lues 

Seismic mode!' t('sts 
Playback e'luipment 
Analogue digital 

converter 
Synthetic seismograms 
Marine profiling 

e'luipment 

Impactor 
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Place 

Da.llas (cont.) 

8th-11th July Midland 

26-30th 
Augu.st 

30th August 

Los Angeles 

San Francisco 

30th August - San Francisco-
1 st Septembe:r. ME-I bounie 

ComPanY 

Geotronics 

Geophysical 
Services Inc. 

Items of interest 

Delay line (digital) 

Programmed gain 
Pl8\Yback system 

Robert H. R8\Y Co. Pl8\Yback system 
( Geograph) 

Weight drofping party 
Conventional seismic 

party 

Empi~Exploration Pl~vback system 

National- 'Vibroseis' field 
Continental crew 
Geophysical 

California Research Digital equipment 
Corporation Theoretical seismograms 

Pl8\Ybaok techniques 

United Geophysical Digital techniques 
Impacting method 
Playback equipment 

United Electro
dynamics 

Techno Instrument 
Co. 

Australian 
Consulate General 

Field seismic equipment 
Refraction pre

amplifiers 

A·.M. field recorders 
Wave analysers 

4. S~:'SMIC FIELD EQUIPMENT 

Field recel'ding eg,+_~pment 

There appears to have been no outstanding developments 
in seismic field recording equipment over the last few years apart 
from the investigations into digital recording. However, there has 
been a steady imp~vGment in the performance and quality of both 
amplifiers and m8.gnetic recorders. 

Solid-state amplifiers have now been developed to the 
stage where their performance is equal to or better than the best 
vacuum-tube types. In 1963 almost all production of amplifiers was 
confined to solid-state types. Vacuum-tube amplifiers were not 
being replaced by transistor amplifiers s~mply because of slightly 
better characteristics of the latter, but many contractors are re
equipping because of obsolescence of some of their systems and demands 
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of oil companies for specific modern equipment. Apart from the 
improvement in performance, specifications, and reliability, recent 
developments are concerned with gain control and efforts to increase 
the dynamic range of amplifers to cope with wide-range digital or 
frequency-modulation (FM) recorders. Methods of improved gain 
control have been confined to more-efficient programmed gain units or 
development of very slow AGe circuits. There is little to choose 
between the types of t:t:'a:nsistor amplifiers now commercially 
available. 

There has also been a steady improvement in the 
performance of field magnetic recorders. Imp~oved techniques both 
in the mechanical drive of the tape transport and in magnetic t~pe 
manufacture have resulted in an increased dynamic recording range. 
The differences of opinion on the relative merits of direct and FM 
recording still remain. It is generally co~ceded, however, that FM 
is capa'ble of the better results particularly with regard to frequency 
response anI distortion. There seems to be little difference in 
attainable signal to noise ratios, both types exceeding 60 db under 
laboratory conii tions. It is doubtful whether this figure can be 
maintained under field conditions. This figure has been achieved 
by iI:lproyed drum drive control and in t:1e case of direct recording 
by the use of tl1ick oxide tapes. 

Some development of flux-sensitive hedds has been 
attempted to give improved low-frequency characteristics to direct
recording systems. The response of these heads is ideally 
proportiona.l to the actual flux density recorded on the tape rather 
than proportional to the rate of change of flux as the head moves 
over the tape. Two systems have been tried, one depending on the 
magnetic modulator principle and the other on Hall effact. So far 
thes!:l hea.ds have not been as good in p8rformance as other pl8J'back 
heads. The chief limitation appears to have been an excessive noise 
level at low frequencies. 

ThF! :!!'rench org.:'l!isations (eGG and IFF) still favour 
pulse-width-modulc;.t.ion sys"i;ems but it is believed that Esso is the 
only United States company employing this method. It is claimed 
that the performance approaches that of frequency-mod~lation recording 
but that it is easier to maintain in good condition in the field. 

New developments in field !.'6cording systems have been 
confined to the design of mor~-versatile and complex systems which can 
be used both for weight-dropping techniques and the more-sophisticated 
shooting techniques such as the common depth-point methods. Two 
examples of this type of equipI:lent are the 'Sudip' of Geospace and a 
similar unit designed by the Robc-;::,t H. Rny Company • 

Tbese systems comprise basically two or more recording 
drums together with t:roansfer and compo::;iting facilities. 'Sudip' 
which has been specifically designed for use with surface impacting 
methods also fea.tures a 'quick start' device that alll)ws the dropping 
weight to trigger the record cycle rather tha:n the reverse method. 
This has the advantage of allowing the v!~ight to be dropped as soo:'.', 
as the truck is in position i:;;ad obyiat8s the necessity of sta.tic 
corrections to compensate for differing drop times. 
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Another development being carried out by SIE is a 
large dynamic-range recording system. r.I'he aim is to enable signals 
with a 90-db-or-more dynamic-range to be recorded without distortion, 
for subsequent conversion to digital form, enabling full advantage to 
be taken of digital computing methods. The system is based on the 
standard HlR 20 transport but uses two recording heads on each 
channel. The rec~ived signal is channelled into two separate 
amplifiers whose gains differ by 40 db. The high-level and low
lev~l portions of the signal are thus recorded on separate heads and 
can be remixed on playback. The standard transport used thic way 
provides o~:ly twelve recording channels. 

WRight dro~ping and surface impacting systems 

A considerable effort has been made over the last few 
years in the United States towards the repl5.06ment of shot-hole and 
explosives by surface :i.mpacti:!1g methods. The methods can be 
conveniently divided into three types, viz. weight dropping, mechanical 
impacting~ ruld mechanical vibration transducer equipment. 

In general, the surface methods have considerable 
economic advantages over conventional shooting particularly where 
drilling conditions are nut gonl and in remote areas where cost of 
trrulsporting explosives is high. Many who use these systems are 
enthusiaBtic about them ~ld claim superior results to conventional 
methods. However, careful comparison ber,ween the methods has 
indicated that there is little significant difference in quality of 
records and if e.nything the surface methods a.re slightly inferior. 

Weight-dropping techniques were developed first and 
rema.in the most popular. The mechanical-impacting devices have been 
developed. to overcome some disadvantages of weight d~·opping. At least 
three types of mechanical impa.ctors are now in use, viz. a gas 
exploder~ a compressed air h?JIlmer, and a coiled-spring-operated 
impactor. These types have the adva...>rtage over the weight dropper in 
better control and c:.180 gent)rc.i.l:Ly produce a seismic pulse with a 
higher frequency spectrum. They have the oisadvantages of less 
mobility and increased comple:dt,Y. 

Al though a co:rvenf;~,-onal geophone layout can be used 
wi th theSE; energy sources, a tee;r.nique u.sj.ng two or four geophone 
patches is more generally employed. A pattern of drops or impacts 
between the two geophone patches provides both coverage and diversity 
of sources. In all cases the energy from individual impacts is 
relatively small and compositing facilities are necessar"J to obtain a 
useful sig:'13.l-to-n0ise ratio. Also a rela-l:ively large surface wave 
is generated and some offset is .. ·t~quired .. 

Recording t8clmiqu?,:; ar8 less simple than for 
conventional shooting as radio concrol of the energy source must be 
maintained. In the case of the weight-dropping system a microswitch 
on the recording dl:um initiates th.e weight drop, and -I:ho actual time of 
impact must be tJ'ansmi tted back to the recording truck. 'l'he actual 
impact time mus;; then be applied as a static correction before the 
records are t::?al1sierred to the microtr~(;k heads for composi ting. 
Newer recording systems such as 'Sudip' feature a quick-start 
drum-drive which initiates the reco:.:'d cycle from impact time. This 
allows the signal to be laid dovm immediately on to the microtracks. 
Synqhronisation of other impact methods is simpler because of zero or 
fixed tiree-delay between trigger and actual impact. 
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Vibrator transducer system~ 

The vibrator technique, 'Vibroseis', is a more-recent 
development and differs from other surface methods in that a suite of 
frequencies of vibration energy is coupled to the ground instead of a 
single pulse of seismic energy. In order to obtain synchronisation 
of the received signals a programme of the swept frequency is pre
recorded on magnetic tape and is used to directly control the 
transducer. The transCllcers may be either hydraulic or electro
magnetic. The hydraulic units are capable of more power output; 
however, better reliability and better waveform and control ar~ claimed 
for the electrorr.s.gnetic units. To obtain more seism::c energy two or 
more tranEcl.1.iu(;):t:'E:l are often operated. in synchronism. 

The suite of frequencies can Theoretically be 
synchronised into a seismic pulse. Correla'~ion processes carried out 
on the seismic record produce a final record that is similar in 
character to that obtained by shoot:':'ng or impacting. So far results 
obtained appear to be just slightly inferior to those of other methods 
but the system doE's have a considerable potential for further 
deve1.opment. 

Eecording ·~echn5.ques are similar to those employed in 
other surface imIJacting methods. A two-patch geophcne layout with a 
linear pe.ttern of sources is most generally used. B.:;eause of direct 
control of the source transducer from the recording cab, received 
signals can be rGcorded immediately on microtracks for compositing • 
As the cor:::oelation process is complex, the tapes are processed in a 
field office at the end of the dDJ" s work. '1'he field records are 
meaningless until correlation has been applied and therefore no 
field monitor record can be obtained. 

A new technique using a vibrator tre~sducer as an 
energy source is now being tested. In this system a series of 
discrete f:r:8qu811G:LeS is geneT3.ted rather than a single-frequency 
sweep. The received sigtJ.ai. :';'3 allowed to reach a steady state 
before being recoI·ded. rfwo pa.rameters only, viz. amplitude and 
phase, are requj.red to be measurE-d for each generated frequency. 
This method could sim:plif;,r recording equipment and. is obviously 
amenable to digital reuordinG ru1Q digital computation. However, 
there ma.y 'be other p:r:-actical d:i.fi'iculties that may limit its usefulness. 

Field. cOr:l"ection syst§:.r~~ 

A st~,.dy was made of several types of field systems able 
to make sorr;;~ corre,~tion and corupositing functions in the field. 'fhe 
study was stiInUlat8d by a Burea'.'. proposal to "J:'eplace one of its 
present ruagnetic-tape H~col:'ders and by the fact that its experimental 
su~'Vey party will need corrected 1:'ocorr18 as soon as possible to 
assess the va.lue of its experimental techniques. It is important 
for any sei8mic fiel,.'!. party to have results as quickly as possible so 
that variations in teclmique m~ be made as the surve:r progresses. 
Ideally an offic(~ pl~back system should be able to process records in 
time to plan th~ follow'ing d~s work. In many areas this is impr<.' .. cticabl·") 
due to communication difficulties; therefore some correcting, cOlX.p06iting~ 
and cross-section plotting must be done in the field. 
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The amo~t of work of this type that must be done in the 
field depends on circlxmstanJes such as locality and on the Qifficulty 
experienced in obtaining good usable results. A number of different 
systems have been designed to cope with these problems, and range in 
complexity from simple playback with static corrections to what is 
essentially a portable office playback system. Recent developments 
in field techniques such as common-depth-point procedures have also 
demanded compcsitil'J.g and mixing facilities to obtain completed cross

. sections. 

Several of the field recording systems r..ow in use eI'lploy 
two or more d~·i.lllls so that corrections can be made sAo.ur:mtially while 
transferring fIom one drum to the other. Methods of introdu.dr.g the 
dynamic co:crection '.'ary considerably. Most of them depend on a cam 
and proportion control to gene~ate the normal move-ollt curve. A new 
cam must be cut for each different normal move-out curve required. 

The cam output may be used in several different ways to 
produce a co~rected reco=d. In the 'Sudip' system the output and 
proportion are applied to a differential between field-tape drum and 
tr~~sfer-tape~. Another common method is for the cam to 
genp.rate the NlViO curve as a varying voltage to operate a servo-driven 
head. A separate complete servo-operated delay line could also be 
used but ~,vould 10 bulk'J /;Ind. difficult to maintain under field 
conditions. The Techno system is also cam-operated but in this case 
the cam is directly meche-IDcally-coupled through 24 separate 
proportion controls to the magnetic head.s allowing 24 traces to be 
corrected simultaneously • 

A novel method is el'lployed in the Electro Tech and C.G.G. 
'Ml.'D Correctcr'. In this systei:1~he mOye-oilt curve :i.e pl:'0Br&lDlD.ed on 
magnetic tape :i.n the form of pulses co::::responding i.n time to a given 
L':.t correction. The pulses are counted, converted to an analogue 

voltage, proportioned, and added to pre-set voltage representing 
the static correction. The output voltage is then a~plied to a second 
galvai10meter in a special drum oscillograph. This galvanometer has 
its mir~or in the optical path ~Ld is at right angles to the normal 
signal galvanometer. This allons the trace to be moved around the 
circumference of the d~lID corresponding to the desired correction. 

Another possible met.~J:)d for introducing field corrections 
is to programme a lULiped parhmp.ter delay line such as that of Geotronics 
or CGG. A con-venient me·thod of prog.!:'amming would be to use a 
magnetic tape a.s in the ~1~l;D corrector. 

Specifications of proposed ~VtR seismic eq~L~ment 

':'11e tour offered. a l.i.~lique opportu.ui ty to discuss with 
possible suppliers d~tailed specifications of seismic e~uipment that 
is expected to be purchar:;ed in the 196J-64 financial yee.r. 'The most 
important of these items were the portable seismic system for use in 
ice thickness determinations in Antarctica, the FM magnetic-tape 
recording sy8tem~ and equ.ipment for improving the low-frequency 
response of existing seism2..c amplifiers for the refraction survoys .. 

Three quotes wo.~e obt&ined for the ice-thickness equipment. 
Through discuss:i.ons with the suppl~.elf, quotes that closely met requirements 
were obtained with the miniw~ difficulty. Only some minor points 
remain to be cleared before a final choice can be made and the 
equipment ordered. 
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The Bureau a.lso intends to purchase an FM recording 
system to take adva.ntage of improved record quality afforded by this 
equipment. As it is almost essential that some provision be made 
for field corrections and compositing, a two-drum system becomes 
mandatory. As there is an almost endless v8xiety of possibilities to 
meet Burea.u requirements, discussions with suppliers enabled a firm 
idea of the best methods of meeting these requiremants to be obtained. 
The system was narI:owed down to four possibilities and approximate 
prices were obtained for each. A final choice can now be made after 
discussion with officers of the seismic group. The choice lies 
between the following offers: 

Electro Te~hnical Laboratories offers only its stannard 
FM system but it would be possible to E'ynchronise a second 
transport at a later date. 

SIE reco~mend its standard FM system but will carry out any 
engineering necessary to direct-couple a second drum at a 
later da·~e. The second drum would probably be of a Techno 
type to allow the use of microheads for compositing 
purposes. 

Geospace Corp. have offered a simplified version of their 
'Sl.l.dip' equip'nent omitting the cross-section plotter and some 
. specialised controls for conducting weight-dropping surveys 
at n:aximum speed. }i'eatures such as their quick-start and 
dynamic and static correctors would be retained. AM - Fl\l 
heads could be supplied on one drum together with FM 
modulators and demodulators but it is considered that the 
signal to noise ratio of the system usad in this way would 
not exceed about 50 db,or 10 db less than that obtainable on 
the standard PM recorders. 

Geospace Corp could also offer a two-drum FM system but this 
would probably not be flexible enough to cope with some 
requirements. 

An effort was made to determine the best method of 
improving the low-frequer.cy respor.se of the type 8000 seismic 
amplifiers for use in refraction surveys. As the Bureau seismic 
parties are committed to a considerable amount of refraction shooting, 
satisfactory response is important. The limitation in the type 8000 
amplifiers is largely caused by the relatively low input impedance 
of the amplifiers and the high effective impedance of the long cables 
necessary in refraction work. Discussions indicated that the best 
method of improvement would be to design a~ld build a suitable 
hiGh-input-impedance pre-amplifier to use ahead of the main 
amplifiers. Quotes for suitable pre-amplifiers were obtained from 
Texas Instruments and United Electrod.;ynamics. 

Pro&£ammed gain 

There is a definite trend in seismic prospecting towards 
the use of pre-progracrmed gain of field seismic amplifiers. Howeve~, 

as with many techniques, it was not possible to obtain a unanimous 
op~n~on of the value of programmed gain and on the extent to which 
it should be applied in normal seismio surveys. 
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Two reasons for the use of the technique are (a) to 
eliminate distortion inherent in an automatic gain control and (b) 
to obtain a measure of the relative energy of reflections. The 
latter requirement is generally required only over a limited section 
of the record but newer methods will allow the absolute value of 
MY part of the record to be obtain.ed. This statement is subject 
to the limitations imposed by a limited dynamic range of the early 
stages of the ampU.fier and also that the pre-prograrIL'1ling is 
sufficiently close to keep the output level within a specified 
dynamic raxlge. 

The programmed-gain unit introduces into the amplifier 
a high-frequency rider signal identical with a normal pre-suppression 
signal. The amplitude of the high-frequency signal is controlled in 
accordance with a pre-set CUrv8, The gain of the aroplifier is 
normally inversely proportional to the amplitude of this signal so 
that a suitable gain/time curve can be pre-programmed. 

The curve is generated either by a number of single-point 
controls and a fUnction potentiometer or by a-single-point control 
with exponential d&cay times of different time constants. The 
number of control points varies with different types of equipment. 
Also in some systems the prog~ammed gain is used in conjunction with 
an extremely slolV' AGe to 'lirim overall trace levels. This method 
does not allow the absolute energy levels to be recovered. The 
most sophisticated system is that of eGG which controls each step 
by means of a Signal sampled from the integrated level of the input 
channels. 

Investigation has shown that for any given area the 
form of the signal-attenuation curve does not appreciably al terbut 
the general level of the received si~lal can vary considerably 
dependintS on the amount of energy transmitted by the explo~ion. 
Therefore, it is difficult to predict the initial level at which 
the gain should be set. For this reason several companies are 
dp.signing or h~we completed a system whereby the initial level is 

_ set from the sample<i energy from a particular geophone. This has the 
effect of raising or lowering the gain curve for the complete record. 

In general, the requirements for magnetic r·?cording are 
not too stringent because of tha relatively large dynamic range of 
magnetic recorders, but it will be nearly impossible to obtain a 
uniform moni tor r8coJ~d. Tl,.is is the reason that some oil companies 
have been reluctar.t to ac~ept the technique. For magnetic recording, 
an expected curv'e is chosen !t. • .E.. 20 db above the tape noise level 
allowing for 30 db to cope with reflection energy above the general 
background level. 

(a) 

Brief details of systems inspected include : 

Texas Instruments unit is specifically engineered for 
the type - 7000B amplifier system and allows an 
ini ti.';1,l J.evel to be set with a choice of five 
exponential decay time constants. 

(b) SIB prou.uces a 30~-point control system using a 
fUnction potentiometer driven by a synchronous motor. 
SIE is also designing an A."J.xiliary unit to set the 
initial level automa~i0ally. 
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(c) Compagnie Generale Geophysique has designed a unit 
that sets not only the initial level from sampled 
signals but controls and records the gain curve for 
the whole record. 

(d) Institut Francais du Petrole favours a much-simpler 
system using a nine-point function, six points of which 
art:} nornlally not adjusted. This system is used in 
conjunction with very slow AGe. 

(e) Dynatronics produces a system similar to that of SIE 
but has already completed a-design of auto~atic 
initial gain setting. 

(f) Geospace equipment is also similar but has fewer control 
points. 

(g) Geophysical Services Incorporated uses a relatively 
simple system but has included a switched test oscillator 
by which the gain can be regularly and quickly calibrated. 

(h) Continental Oil Co. is also working on a system that is 
mainly directed at integration with its own (Continental) 
amplifiers. 

One requirement for inte{,.rration of units with 
amplifiers is that the amplifier gain be linear with the level of 
rider signal introduced. Otherwise calibration of amplifier gain 
would be difficult. It is also desirable that the rider signal 
should be pa.rt of a closed-loop gain control,;- otherwise stability 
may be inc.dequate and frequent recali bration would be necessary • 

Seismic detectors and cables 

Two companies, Yi~. Hall Sears Inc. and Electro Tech 
between them now mrulufacture almost all th3 geophones commercially 
available to the industry. Visits were made to their plants to 
discuss new developments and p~rticularly Bureau requirements for 
1963. In addHion, a few oil companies and contractors still 
manufacture geophones for their own use and also produce some 
special types. 

Recel".t d 1velopments appear to have been limited to 
improvement in mRIlufac·~;urine t€f'lLniques with regard to both 
reliability and reduced cost. For instance Electro Tech has recently 
announced a new subminiature geophone that is completely manufactured 
by automatic machines. Hall Sears has also recently announced a 
new type of pressure·-sensit::_ve geophone that is made up of a pair of 
subminiature velocity movements coupled in opposition for velocity 
motion but adding for pressure detection. This type is becoming 
popular for marsh work and is sui table for water work to a shallow 
depth (abolct 50 ft). Some effort is also being directed to the 
design of a mOr€-COlllpact a_nO. stable very-low-frequency detector. 
The frequency of these detectors (0.562 cis) is normally below 
that re<;.uired in oil explora.tion and the detectors are mainly being 
developed for detection of u~.1derground atomic explosions. 

Enquiries were made to obtain suitable pressure geophones 
for both shot-hole and deep-well logging. The manufacture of 
the only deep-well pressure goo phone COilliil'3l.cially available is the 
Birdwell Division of Seismograph Se"tvice Corporation. Its use 
was recommended hy en6'1.nee1.'s of Hall Sears but they have not 
manufactured a s:'milar model because of limited demand. The most-
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suitable type for shot-hole work appears to be the Hall Sears 
type Mp3. This is a reluctance-type geophone and has neither 
the flat frequency response nor the sensitivity of the crystal 
type made by Electro Tech. Howeve~ this latter type is not made 
in a form suitable for stringing at intervals along the well cable. 

The relative damping of random noise (wind noise) in 
a group of geophones connected in series or parallel and using a 
single damping resistance for the group was discussed with 
Mr E.M. Hall of Hall Sears. A simplified calculation showed that 
in the case of the series-connected type-HSJ geophones recentl~' 
purchased by the Bureau, the noise level could be expected to 
increase by about 1 db consequent on using a single damping 
resistor rather than individual damping resistors. Theoretically, 
there is some advantage in using parallel-connected geophones 
where damping of noise is increased by the parallel impedance of the 
other geophones in the string. In this case there is no difference 
whether the external damping resistances are connected across 
individual geophones or a single resistance is connected across the 
string. However, the improvement in practice is not significant. 

A visit was also made to the Vector Cable 
specialises in the manufa~ture of geophysical cables. 
includes all types of seismic and well logging cables 
connectors for use with seismic cables. 

Co. which 
The range 

and special 

Two geophone test set-ups were noted that are of practical 
interest. British Petroleum have recently completed the design and 
construction of a fieldgeophone tester. This instrument is based on 
the familiar ellipse test and does not basically provide any additional 
information but has been designed to simplify measuring procedure3 and 
also provides the data more accurately than the usual test set-up. 
The other item of interest was a small motor-and-cam-dxiven shaking 
table used by AGIP Mineraria. Geophones are compared with a standard 
geophone at 1 cis. The low frequency is used to avoid undesirable 
noise and resonance effects. 

With the low cost of geophones and their present methods 
of construction it is now no longer economical to repair them. Very 
few companies now malce any attempt to repair their geophones. 

Cable repairs were discussed with Continental O~l Co, 
which mrulufacture its own geophones and cables, and with the 
Vector Cable Co. In particular, methods of moulding rubber-covered 
cables were discussed. It appears pradicable to use our existing 
vulcaniser for the process but a slight change in the form of the 
mould may be necessary. A local source of supply of uncured rubber 
is also required as the uncured rubber will not keep longer than a 
few weeks. 

Continuous profiling eguipment 

The techniques and construction of three types of 
continuous profiling equipment were investigated. As the Bureau 
is purchasing a system of this kind, it was important to ascertain 
which would be best suited to the Bureau requirements. The three 
types are k."1own as the Sparker, Gas Gun, and Sonar Boomer. 

The Sparker is essentially a lower power type used for 
high resolution at relatively shallow depths. Elastic energy waves 
are produced by generating a large spark below the water surface. 
The Gas Gun consiets of a chamber of a l'Jixture of oxygen and propane 
which is exploded below the surface. It generates considerably more 
energy than the sparker and is capable of moderate to deep penetration. 
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The Sonar Boomer is intermediate between the other two and its 
energy is generated by a pulsed-eddy-current transducer. The 
eddy currents induced in two aluminium plates f.orce the plates 
apart generating the energy wave. 

In use, the transducers are towed behind a boat and 
pulsed every few seconds. Reflections are received by a hydrophone 
unit and amplified and recorded in a similar manner to seismic 
procedures. It differs from ordinary seismic techniques in that 
.only a single detection unit is used and therefore only one trace 
is recorded at one time. Corrections therefore do not need to be 
applied to obtain the completed record. A recorder of the facsimile 
type is most often used, but more recently the signal has been 
recorded on a single-channel magnetic tape, transcribed, and 
presented on a conventional seismic playback plotter. 

Because of limited depth penetration the Sparker system 
was not considered for use by the Bureau and the choice was between 
the Gas Gun and the Sonar Boomer equipment. The gun offered by 
t~ne Geophysical Co. is believed to be inferior to that used by 
other companies. Owing to various patent rights it was the only 
system of this kind that we were able to buy. It was also felt 
that the Sonar Boomer offered more flexibility end a decision was 
made to purchase this unit rather than the Gas Gun. Some disadvant~ges 
of the Sonar Boomer include lower power and less depth penetration, 
heavy AC power-supply required, and dangerously-high voltages. 
Advantages include sui ta.bili ty for both engineering and limited 
off-shore oil exploration, more-reliable pulse generation, and no 
requiremen'c for handling and plumbing of the gas supply. 

The unit to be purchased will comprise power supplies, 
storage capacitor banks, detector, amplifier filter and reoorder, and 
both 1000 watt-second and 5000 watt-second transducers. Consideration 
will be given to the addition of a mab~etic-tape recorder at a 
later date. 

Gas Gun and Sonar Boomer equipment is now being used 
extensively in off-shore oil €.~)loration particularly in the Gulf 
of Mexico and the North Sea. Geophysical Services Inc. use both 
systems and Niobil Oil Co. use a gas gun of their own design. It was 
not possible to obtain information on the relative merits of the 
system from GSI as the geophysicists and engineers concerned were 
not available at the time of the visit. 

5. SF.IS1\UC COMPUTING TECI~IQUES AND EQUIPMENT 

Seismic playback systems 

To gain a good working knowledge of the operation and 
maintenance of the Bureau's playback system, visits were made to 
many central playback offices ope:o:-ated by oil companies and 
geophysical contractors. Although widely differing in design, the 
systems perform essentially similar functions. Most of them were 
designed primarily for routine processing of seismic records, their 
functions being limited to time corrections, relatively simple 
mixing ~Ld compositing facilities, and cross-section plotting. 

Owing to the wide differences i~ design it is not possible 
to conveniently classify the systems into groups. Differences include 
the type of time correction system used, whether the machine operates 
simultaneously or sequentially, and whether frequency modulation or 
direct playback and recording are used. In addition many machines may 
have any combination of these characteristics. 
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In a sequential system magnetic tracks are processed 
one at a time and in the simultaneous system up to 24 traces at a 
time. Some machines carry out some operations, such as time correction, 
sequentially and other operations, such as compo siting and section 
plotting, simultaneously. Unless the correction settings and 
controls can be set into the system automatically, ~. from punched 
cards, the time saved by the use of the simultaneous SySt€IDS is not 
as great as may be expected. A dual-channel system appears to be 
the best compromise between production rate and initial cost. 

The various methods of incorporating dynamic time 
correotions include: 

Servo-"driven drum delay lines, 
Servo-driven optical heads in the cross-section plotter, 
Cam-operated movable heads on the playback or record 

drum, and 
Servo-driven heads on the magnetic drums. 

Static corrections may be introduced either by 
movable heads on the drums or by introducing a fixed correction into 
the delay lines. 

Playback systems are also characterised by the number of 
drums which may be used for compositing and other processes. The 
simpler machines use only two drums and are capable of only simple 
compositing processes. Most com~ositing can be done using three 
drums but the process is often slow. To facilitate the more
complex compositing operations, machines of up to 14 drums have been 
constructed. The use of microtracks on direct-recording machines 
also facilitates many compositing processes • 

Cross-section plotters also vary considerably in design. 
Most modern plotters are photographic and are able to produce cross
sections in variable density, vexiable area, wiggle trace, and 
combinations. Most cross-section plotters are of the drum type with 
a length of up to 48 i~and surface speeds ranging from 3-12 in/sec. 
In some cases, 24-channel oscillogTaphs are used and each record is 
reprinted side by side on to the master cross-section. Some older 
units produce pen and ink wiggle cross-sections directly on a recording 
drum. 

lVionitoring of field records is important and two methods 
are widely used. In many systems a pen and ink or electro stylus 
drum is included on the machine-drum transport. Other ope~ators 
prefer to do their monitoring on a special 24-channel oscilloscope 
that is manufactured by several firms. 

Two auxiliary units that are in common use are the 'Omnitape' 
for transcribing field tapes of differing standards to the standard 
tape used on the particular playback machine, and the Transcorder, 
which is used to transcribe old photographic records to magnetic tape. 
Although some of the original data may be lost on these records, 
it has been found profitable to re-record and process the records 
on the seismic playback machines. 

Bureau of 1lineral Resources playback system 

The seismic playback system purchased from SIE by the 
Bureau was designed to afford maxi~um flexibility in compositing 
and filtering procedures but was not designed for a high production 
rate on the more-sophisticated techni~ues. The system was designated 
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type MS 42 by SIE and includes all the features normally supplied in 
the SIE ME 40 series. Additional flexibility is achieved by the 
incorporation of comprehensive signal-patching facilities and the 
addition of extra units such as micro-heads, long tape composition, 
progr.ammed gain, 28-channel record and amplifiers, 28-channel 
demodulators, and interchangeable field tape drums. 

Oae of the main aims of the overseas tour was to ensure 
that -che equipment supplied was capable of carrying out its envisaged 
functions and that a thorough knowledge of operational and maintenance 
details was obtained. A total of a bout 10-weeks was spent at SIE 
studying circuits and checking out the system after assembly. One 
of the first duties Oll arriVing in Houston was to check SIE's proposed 
cysteI!l against our specification and to clear up minor details on 
some of the specifications. Only two major departures from the 
Bureau's requirements were noted and required negotiation. Provision 
for reversal of the output of the demodulators was not originally 
specified ana it was necessary to m~ce considerable modifications 
to the demodulator unit to accomplish phase revarsal. An additional 
order was raised to meet this requirement. There was also some 
misunderstanding uf the specification for three-drum compositing 
but SIE agTeed to instal this facility at no additional cost. Minor 
chaLlgcs, particularly in the signal-patching facilities were also 
made at EO further cost '~o the Bureau. 

Construction of the system was well-advanced by April 
and at that stage check-01lt was scheduled to commence by the middle 
of June and be completed oa.rly in A.ugust. Check-out actually commenced 
early in Ju.ly and was com:yleted except for a few minor alterations 
by the third week in A.ugu.st when it was necessary to leave Houston. 
Nost of the time, up until check-out commenced, was taken up with a 
study of the d::cui ts of the system and the sketching, of sj gnal paths 
and block diagrams. Participation in the actual check-out of the 
unit provided an excellent inSight into the operation and maintenance 
of the system. 

Sei sm.ic compu t inK.t~.q]mig~ 

Al thoug~l the tou.r was concerned prin1arily with the study 
of instrumentation, some 9ffort was made to become familiar with 
various tecf1.l1i,ques of seismic ccmputing, particularly those which 
can be applied by the seismic playback ~ystem. Unfortunately in the 
limi ted time available ou:r::i.ng most visits it was not possible to 
understand fully the matheruaticRl basis of many of the procedures. 

However, it was .:::vident that the various processes applied 
to seismic records can be conveniAI':Gly divided into three groups that 
l3.re realisable on the Burea::.1.' s ple.yback system. They are record 
stacking, mixing processes, and filter.ing techniques suc:h. as time 
domain and velocity fil terj.ng. F",w of these processes are in common 
use as it is considered by many geophysicists that improvement in 
record quality is generally only marg2nal. Rarely are previously
unrecognizable reflections I119.de evident, but doubtful reflections 
can often be accentuated into guod quality. 

There is an almus'c end.less number of mixing techniques 
employed depe~lding on the number of traces and percentage of mix. 
Skip mixing and reverse skip mixing are special techniques used where 
it is desired to accent~ate or limit reflections from dipping strata. 

Record stacking is 11sed where multiple shooting has been 
used to improve signal-to-noise ratios. Common-depth-point shooting 
has recently become popular And record stacking is essential in the 
computation of this type of survey. Surface impacting methods also 
inherently require record stacking but much of this is actually carried 
out on the special field recorders used. 

I ... 
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Filtering techniques such as 'Brick Wall Filters' and high
frequency enhancement, which depend on a correlation process, can 
be realised by delay lines and remixing procedures. Velocity 
filtering, fan filtering, and 'Pie Slice' techniques also utilise 
similar procedures. 

Dip tal techni~~in seismic prospecting, 

Digital methods have been applied to seismic equipment 
in limited form for a number of years. Until recently this has 
been restricted to th'3 use of punched paper tape, key punch, and 
digital magnetic tape for introducing corrections to conventional 
analogue playback systems. One of the first was the use of punched 
tape in the 'Seismac' playback system. 

More recently, however, there has been considerable activity 
directed towards complete reduction of seismic records by digital 
computors. There are two methods of achieving this end, one being 
to record data in digital form in the field and the other to utilise 
existing ~alo~2e-recording equipment and carry out analogue-to-digital 
conversion with office equipment. However, to utilise the full value 
of digital computation it will be necessary to improve the fid.eli ty 
and dynamic range of reco1'ding equipment. SIE in particular is 
presentl~r designing' both wide-range amplifiers and magnetic recorders. 

In the USA a group of oil companies and a manufacturer 
and contractor have co-operated in producing a full-scale digital field 
recorder and a special-puj~pose computer for the job. The field 
equipment is being proved. under field conditions but it is und.erstood 
that the computer is not yet ready. Det~ls of the system are expected 
to be announced. soon. 

The choice Of computer for the reduction will depend 
largely on economic factors. There is little doubt that present 
large general pUI~ose camputers will be suitable but will probably 
require special input ftl.cili ties. A large storage capacity is required 
and this may Emit '~he uze of smaller computers. It will be possible 
to use a small compu~ar for a limited volume of work but it may be 
necessary to input the data more than once thus tying up the computer 
for excessive periods. If the computer is to be used exclusively for 
seismic data p~ocessing then a special computer would no doubt be 
more economical. 

A number of orb~lisations, notably Prakla GmbH, are 
considerir!g office analogue-to-digi tal conn~rsion. Their approach is 
to convert from their analogue magne'~ic '~ape to punched tape for use 
vdth their cwn Elliot type-803 cChlputer. This method obviates the need 
for speciaJ. input facilities for their computer but is suitable only 
for initial assessment of the meth~d as the recording and reading of 
paper tape is fiU' too slow for production work. 

Basically the field recording e~uipment comprises a normal 
set of analogue equipment together with a multiplexer, analogue.·to., 
digital converter, and digital tap~ transport. Each of the 24 traues 
is sampled at intervals of about on'a millisecond and recorded 
sequentially i~ binary form on a 12-track tape. The number of binary 
bits recorded is a present limitation to the dynamic range of the 
system. 
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No details of computer programme in the USA are yet 
available but it is known that one of the aims is to compute and 
eliminate multiple and ghost reflections in order to detect weak primar,y 
reflections. Prakla has used digital-computation methods to determine 
depths, but in this programme reflections are measured in the usual 
way and manually fed into their computer. AGIP Mineraria also has a 
research proj&ct to grade and record reflections using a mechanical 
plotter with a digital input. 

Generally the oil industry is cautious of predicting 
the outcome of the trend to digital methods and most oil companies 
are content to study developments. Many believe that office 
analogue-to-digital conversion will be the course that they should 
eventually follow. However, it is significant that the contracter 
USi~lg field digital equipment is winning some contracts from those 
who are not equipped for digital computation. 

Seismi~ puls~ studies, model tests, and synthetic seismograms 

A number of organisations visited were carrJing out 
theoretical studies ~~d model tests to improve their b~sic understanding 
of seismic problems and for application to seismic iuterpretation 
procedures. British Petroleum Ltd in particular has done a good 
deal of research into frequency components of a seismic pulse and 
the Earth's response to its transmission. BP believes the study will 
enable it to take maximum advantage of new digital computing 
techniques. 

A considerable amount of related work has also been 
undertaken in the USA. One research group has devoted much of 
its time 'GO SX')llysing sections of a field seismic record into its 
frequency components. Both analogue and digital computing methods 
may be used in this analysis. Results emphasise just how efficiently 
the Earth itself behaves as a seismic filter. The average seismic 
record contains only a rela.tively narrow band of frequencies some 
10 to 20-c/s wide. The ceIltre frequency is usually around 30 to 50 
cis. A practical a~9plicatio:'l. of this work is to determine to what 
extent high (or low) .. :frequency enhancement techniques can profitably 
be applied. 

Seismic model tests are an important phase of research 
work of several organisat.:i.~ns notably British Petroleum, Levici 
Foundation, and Mobil Research. Most model tests are confined to 
two-dimension structures simulat~d by thin sheets, but there have been 
attempts to use flat slabs as models. Considerable care must be 
taken in the construction of models. Irraccurate results can be 
caused by glued joints representing velocity or density contrasts, 
the joint~ if thick, acting as a double interface. Complications 
from reflections from the boundaries of the flat slabs limit the 
usefulness of models of this type. The techniques and results of 
model tests have been described in various journals. 

Synthetic seismograms are now proving a useful practical 
aid in the interpretation of seismic records. The seismograms are 
constructed from continuous velocity well-log data. Most calculations 
are now performed on di.g:i. tal compu'i;ors but several companies still 
retain comprehensive ru1alog~e systems. In practice, the velocity 
logs are measured at 2-ft or 10·.ft intervals depending on well 
depth. Standard programmes are available for computation of 
seismograms based on data representing up to 2000 'layers'. 
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Seismograms comprising primary reflections only or including 
multiple and ghosts may be produced. A simplified programme is 
also available based only on major velocity changes that can be 
manually picked from a continuous velocity log. This method is 
capable of good results but it is possible to miss significant 
reflections. The>Blue of synthetic seismograms will greatly 
increase as digital methods of multiple elimination become more
widely used. 

6. V7ELL-LOGGING EQUIPMENT 

Shell Continuous Velocity Logging equipment 

Several days were spent with engineers of the Shell 
Development Co. studying and working with a continuous velocity well
logger unit similar to that supplied to the Bureau. During this 
period several modifications to their equipment were made and 
checked. Most important of the modifications was a re-design of 
the receiver amplifer pulse-shaping circuit to prevent premature 
triggering by noise caused by the source transducer. Modifications 
were also made to the stop delay circuit in the control unit to 
improve timing accuracy. Details of these modifications were 
forwarded to Melbourne for installation in the Bureau's equipment. 

Shell were also acquainted with several problems 
experienced on the Bureau's unit. The most serious of these was 
pre-triggering of the receiver amplifier by the source pulse. 
The m.odification mentioned above was designed to overcome this 
problem but it was also found that the trouble was aggravated by 
the use of unsuitable wire used in winding the tra.'1sducers. 
Recommendations for replacement were forwarded to Melbourne. 
Another serious problem encountered on the Bureau's unit was the 
binding of threads where sections of the downhole tool were joined. 
It was established by the Bureau's officers that nickel plating 
on the threads was flaking off to cause the binding. Shell 
admitted that a new nickel-plating process had been tried and was not 
successful. For this reason they supplied free replacement parts 
in stainless steel to obviate the trouble. A modification in design 
also enabled easier dismantling of the tool. 

After modifications and bench-te~ting of the Shell unit 
were completed, a full-scal~ field test was made in a Schlumberger 
test well near Blanco in Texas. The test showed that the new 
equipment was capable of more-consistent results than that used 
previously. 'Drop-outs' f:rom weak signals were less evident and an 
excellent log was obtained. One minor additional fault was made 
evident during the test. Small spikes were produced on the 
analogue record by relay transients but a simple modification was 
devised to eliminate the fault. 

In general, a good appreciation of the maintenance and 
handling of the equipment was obtained in the few days spent with 
Shell. Incorporation of the modifications in the Bureau's equipment 
should be made with the minimum of trouble and it is hoped that the 
equipment can now be quickly placed in service and will operate 
reliably. 
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Other logging equipment 

Some time was taken to inspect and discuss standard 
logging equipment that is commercially available. Some of the 
Bureau logging instruments are obsolete and are due for replacement, 
and some new tiPes of tools will be required. Three of the four 
main suppliers of well-logging equipment were visited. 

The Widco Division of Mandrell Industries is now 
producing an excellent range of winches, up-hole electronics, and 
tools for the common logging methods, both for deep wells and shallow 
wells. Well Reconnaissance has confined its production to portable 
eq~ipment suitable to depths of 6000 ft. Its equipment is also of 
high quality. The Birdwell Division of Seismograph Service 
Corporation.produces mainly deep-well instruments and do not 
normally sell equipment inside the USA. It was not possible to 
fit in a visit to the fourth supplier, the Failing Compa.n;y. 
Other large logging' contractors such as Schlumberger, Shell, and 
Lane Wells produce their own logging instruments, but do not offer 
them for sale dommercially. 

Items specifically discussed and for which quotes are 
being obtained are a high-temperature gamma-probe, a logging cab 
complete with hydraulic drive for the existing Birdwell winch, and 
replacement electric, gamma, and temperature tools and up-hole 
electronics for obsolete equipment now held by the Bureau. 

Some logging equipment manufactured and used by the 
European organisation was also seen but as the equipment was not for 
sale few details were obtained. 

New dev810pments in logS;Pg techniques and instrumentation 

Considerable effort has been devoted recently to 
improvements in reliability and performance of standard logging 
instruments particularly gamma and caliper tools. New developments 
have been generally confined to more-sopbisticated use of neutron 
logging and continuous vp.locity logging techniques. Many of these 
new techniques have been applied to specific problems in producing 
wells rather than for stratigraphic correlation in which the Bureau 
is most interested. 

In the ease of neutron logs effort is being concentrated 
in developing suitable pulsed neutron sources. The rate of decay 
of the neutrons ~an then be measured, and. forms an important parall1eter 
in the determination of oil-bearing strata. 

Addi tiona! data are also being obtained from continuous 
veloclty logs that can yield important infor.mation on porosity and 
bulk elastic properties of rock strata. This may have application 
in engineering work where it has been found that the elastic 
~roperties determined from core samples differ from the bulk constants. 
Two distinct techniques are being applied to determine these properties. 
In the first, the amplitude of the received energy pulse at the 
:!"~ceiver is measured and this parall1eter can yield useful information 
f~r identification of cavities and fissures in producing wells. In 
~iH~ other system, the complete waveform of each received pulse is 
:::"t.;orded in a density-modulated displS¥. This enables time of 
;:,xx-J_yal and character of shear waves and tube waves as well as 
':;'Flssure wa.ves to be identified. From these data the bulk elastic 
~onstants of the rock strata ~ be determined. 
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Papers have been published on some of these new developments. 

7. AIRBORNE MAGNETIC AND OTHER GIDPHYSICAL METlIQDS 

Airborne ma~etomater eQuipment 

It was not possible duting this tour to spend appreciable 
tiriie,; on geophysical equipmer~t other than seismic or well-loggiIJ.g. 
However, the airborne magnetometer operated by Prakla GmbH in Hanover, 
Germany, was: inspecteq. and is worth a brief description. Pra.kla had 
recently re-installed its magnetometer and. ancillary equipment j.n a 
type-B26 bomber and, waS 'carrying out final check-outs before doing 
surveys in Africa. 

The basic equipment is a nuclear-resonance :magnetometer 
designed for direot reading, and for punched-paper-tape recording. 
A readout and automatic check system for the digital racord is 
included. The magnetometer head is installed in a towed bird. It 
was found necessar.y to include a pre-amplifier in the bird as it was 
not possible to obtain a towing cable sufficiently free from noise 
at the B26 operating speeds. 

Navigation depended largely on a Doppler system, a 
modified General Precision L"lc. radar type being used in conjunction 
with a Kearfott Gyro with the low drift rate of i-degree per hour. 
Navigational data from the Doppler unit are also recorded digitally 
on the punched paper tape. Type APN-1 radio altimeter has been 
found adequate for aircraft height measurements. 

Discrimination scintillation counters are also carried 
on the aircraft. These units were designed and manufactured by 
CGG in France. 

Gulf Research and Development is still building a few 
airbo~ magnetometers for licensed geophysical contractors. It 
ha.s not found it necessary to modify appreciably its standard 
design and no new developments are contemplated. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

This tour afforded a valuable insight into recent 
developments and standard practices employed in seismic and well
logging instrumentation. No attempt was made to stu~ instrumentation 
for other geophysical methods but some information waS gained in 
pa.ssing. Unfortunately, the time available was insufficient to gain 
Jllore than a superficial background into seismic field and computing 
+.echniques. The most-important aspect of the tour was the detai:(-:d 
lmowledge gained of the circuit details, maintenance, and operation 
:)f the seismic playback system purchased by the Bureau. However, a 
b,·:tter-balanced tour may have resulted from spending a little less 
; l Tie on this equipment and more on seismic field and computing 
:- c~:il.L"1.iques. 
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Opportunity to discuss projected Bureau purchases with 
manufacturers was another important aspect of the tour. Discussion 
of detailed specifications in this way can save a considerable 
amount of time and correspondence, and should result in a more
satisfactor.y purchase. 

Discussions with geophysical contractors and oil 
companies have emphasised the need for closer control of maintenance 
and calibration of field geophysical equipment. It was also evident 
that the provision of trained staff within the Bureau to cope with 
proper maintenance of geophysical instruments compares unfavcurably 
with other geophysical organisations. The increase in amount and 
complexity of electronic equipment used by the Bureau has outstripped 
the capacity to handle it and it will be necessary to expand training 
and staff in this division to maintain equipment in top condition 
and achieve maximum efficiency on field surveys • 
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